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       “Acting Un-naturally”    

       Deut. 8:7-18 

November 22, 2020 

       Rev. David Hutchinson 

 

 Do you know what the Pilgrims - - did - on Thanksgiving Day?  

  They FASTED.    

  It's true! 

 They prayed and they fasted.   /   They stopped eating.   

 Oh SURE - the very FIRST Thanksgiving - in Plymouth - with William Bradford - WAS 

a three day feast  

         It was a feast - - with lots of food - - and Native Americans. 

         BUT - - TWO YEARS went by until they had another time of Thanksgiving - - in 1623.  

         It was after several VERY DIFFICULT years - - of drought - - and so on - - they 

FASTED and prayed for 9 HOURS.   / /   And when you think about it - it does seem that the 

STERN Pilgrims would have certainly been more at home in prayer and fasting - - than in feasts 

and games.   

 Maybe a few difficult years - - can change how a person acts - - and how we give thanks? 

         I first learned this fact - about fasting on Thanksgiving - from a story by Emery Pottle.    

         A story about Thanksgiving called "Prayer and Fasting".   /   The story begins with two 

men on a train discussing the weather - - it is SNOWING - - and one says to the other,  "It looks 

like we might have an old fashioned Thanksgiving, doesn't it ?" 

 The other replies, "You mean SNOW ?  Or do you mean prayer and fasting, like the old 

Pilgrims went in for ?" 

 As I read the story - - I was so taken with this notion that - - I went to the library and 

looked it up.   /   I fact checked myself - - - AND - - it IS true. 
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 Prayer and fasting. 

 And I guess it's so AMAZING to me - - because it goes AGAINST what I think is 

NATURAL for Thanksgiving.   

 I think of it as a time of FEASTING - - not FASTING. 

 But the whole thing got me thinking about THREE things: 

  - first of all - about what it means to really give thanks - -  

  - and second - - how a few difficult years can change us - -  

  - and third - - thinking about just WHAT comes NATURALLY to us.  

 It seems to me that feasting - - comes more naturally than fasting. 

 AND - - that GIVING THANKS - - - DOESN'T always come naturally. 

        AND that sometimes the WAY we naturally give thanks - - is not really all that thankful. 

        So today I want to consider the DANGERS of thanksgiving - - IF we do it for the wrong 

reasons. 

 A lot of times we are like the LITTLE BOY who is asked - by his father - to say grace at 

Thanksgiving dinner.  His father asks, "Son will you pray over our meal?"   /   The little boy 

responds, "OK - but it won't do any good" 

 "What do you mean?" asks his father - - he can't imagine... 

 And his little son explains, "I already know we're having brussel sprouts"   /   

 The little boy has difficulty saying thank you - - because he doesn't like what he has 

gotten.   /   And sometimes that's our excuse.   

 But even when it's NOT our excuse - - and we ARE really blessed - - is thanksgiving 

something that comes naturally?  

         Let’s look at the Old Testament law for some insight about how we give thanks.   
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We have been reading the long story of the journey from slavery to the land the Hebrew 

people called the “promised land” this fall.  We completed this long narrative last Sunday.  So it 

seems fitting to look into that law - - the story of which we have refreshed in our minds.  

The reading is from Deut 8:7-18. 

In the 8th chapter, the book of Deuteronomy describes - - the danger of thinking our  

blessings come from US ourselves and our efforts.  /   The danger of which is that when we give 

thanks what we really do - - is congratulate ourselves. 

 According to the Bible reading, here’s how that works…: 

 Deuteronomy assumes that the Hebrew people are thankful.  /   It says they will eat their 

fill and then thank God.  /   Look at verse 10: “You shall eat and be full and you shall bless the 

Lord your God”.  /  So Deuteronomy assumes - - that giving thanks after eating a feast - - comes 

naturally.   

 But the warning - - or caution comes next.  /   THEN the Old Testament reading says, 

“Take heed - - lest you forget God”.  /  Beware not to eat well, and look out at your cattle and 

houses and forget God.  /  Look at verse 17… 

 “Beware lest you say in your heart, ‘My power and the might of my hand have gotten me 

this wealth’”. 

 The danger is that we give thanks and think: I’ve done so well for myself. 

  RATHER than - - thanking God - - for giving us all our blessings. 

         Thanksgiving sometimes turns into "look how great I am".  /  That’s the warning from the 

OT reading for this morning.  /  That’s the caution.  /  What comes naturally might be to give 

thanks for the wrong things and the wrong reasons… 

 So, what comes naturally to US? 
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 What is OUR nature? 

 Does this reading from Deuteronomy remind you of anything you have ever heard after a 

Thanksgiving meal?  /  “Thank God for this food - - and for how great a job I have done this year 

on my…  job, or hobby, or whatever… 

 Maybe this year the Covid crisis and the restrictions will have a silver lining.  

  Maybe our thanks - - will be more tempered - - and directed to God. 

 Even if it seems a little unnatural - - maybe we could TRY it. 

 Maybe we could take this Biblical warning to heart - - instead of trying to argue our way 

out of it - - and deny that it has anything to do with us. 

 How do we REALLY give thanks - - to GOD? 

 And what is our nature?   

 Do we feed the hungry, and clothe the naked, and visit the sick? 

 What we DO - - is somehow - - a profound reflection - - of WHO WE ARE - - - a 

reflection of what comes NATURALLY to us.  

 And - - what we DO - - always - in the end - has an effect on our relationship with God.    

         And has an effect on our SOULS - - and on WHO we will become. 

 There is a movie that makes this point well.  In the movie "Mother Night" - - the Kurt 

Vonnegut movie - with Nick Nolte - we learn the story of a SPY during WW 2. 

 Nolte plays a man named Howard Campbell - - who is an American living in Germany 

during the 1930's  - - and who becomes a spy for the USA - - - by working undercover as a radio 

personality - - a commentator and propagandist - - who every day - - reads Nazi propaganda - - 

and also transmits secret messages in code.   
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 Without ruining the movie for those who haven't seen it - - I can tell you this - - early in 

the movie he makes the statement, "be careful who you PRETEND to be - - - because eventually 

- - that is who you will BECOME" 

 Be careful who you pretend to be - - because it is eventually who you become.  

 Nolte's character struggles with - - on the one hand who he professes to be - - - while on 

the other hand DOING something very different - - and the effect this eventually has on his 

SOUL. 

 The point is - - that what we choose to DO - - does effect - - WHO we become. 

 What we choose to KNOW about - - - effects who we become. 

 What we say - - - effects who we become. 

 This is evident in so many people's lives.  

 In Iowa - - in the cafe in my home town - - you can tell the farmers - - by just looking at 

their hands.   /   What they DO - - has formed them - - and changed them - - and made them. 

 Guitar players develop calluses on their fingers. 

  Runners become thin. 

  Weight lifters become thick. 

 So who do YOU want to become? 

  It starts with how you do - - what you do. 

 Could God tempt us - - - away from our feasting - - - this thanksgiving? 

 Could God tempt us - - with prayer - - and with giving humble thanks? 

 Could God tempt us - - to DO some things - - that might NOT come NATURALLY at 

first - - but over time could CHANGE who we are? 

 Could God tempt us - - to feed the hungry - - or visit the sick? 
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 Once we start doing these things -  

  - they just might start to come naturally. 

 In addition to being the week before Thanksgiving, this is also the Sunday called:  

  “Christ the King” Sunday. 

 Calling Jesus a “King” was one of the most UNNATURAL things to do. 

  The Roman soldiers did it IRONICALLY - - because it seemed ridiculous. 

  Jesus was a poor man who ate with outcasts and was killed on a cross. 

   Not exactly kingly - - by any worldly standards. 

 Calling Jesus “King” points to the unnatural-ness of our faith. 

  Jesus as king challenges any earthly human political power. 

  All the things we THOUGHT were kingly - - are not. 

 To give thanks to God - - in a way that is also humble about ourselves is similar. 

  It is at the heart of what following Jesus is all about. 

Could God tempt us - - with prayer - - this thanksgiving? 

  After some difficult times…could we change our behavior as a people? 

Could God tempt us - - to DO some things - - that might NOT come NATURALLY at 

first - - but over time could CHANGE who we are? 

 Could we be tempted to actually FOLLOW Jesus - - in our lives? 

 Once we start - -  

- - it just might start to come naturally. 

 

 

 


